PRESS RELEASE MAY 2019
ARP’S INNOVATIVE NEW DESIGN FOR SENTINEL RANGE HELPS IMPROVE LEAD
TIMES

ARP, a market leader in the supply of aluminium rainwater and roofline products is proud to
continue on its pathway of bringing innovative design to the market, with the improvement of
its Sentinel range of guttering to include a new jointing system for its Sentinel half-round
snap-fit guttering and an upgrading of all associated components.

ARP has seen a sharp increase in demand for its contemporary Sentinel range, as specifiers
and end users alike recognise the benefits of longevity, width of colour options and cost
effectiveness over upvc systems, so the delivering of a simple no-mess jointing system is
very timely.

18 months in the planning, the new jointing system works through a simple process of
injecting silicone into a specially designed port in a joint (or stop end) and then letting it cure,
leaving no silicone residue.

In addition to this, all of the components within the Sentinel Beaded Half Round range and
the Vintage Ogee range have been completely redesigned and feature very defined lines
and a superior surface finish, which makes these systems some of the most striking within
the aluminium rainwater sector.

ARP believes in the importance of continued advances within its supply process, so
significant investment has been made in building stocks of all the new components ensuring
that they can be classified as “off-the-shelf” and satisfy the demand for short lead times.

All of these progressions are part of a plan which will bring a number of new products and
design elements to the market in the coming months. Information on the above and updates
on future developments may be found on https://www.arp-ltd.com/new-design-sentinelrange-helps-improve-lead-times/ or alternatively please make contact on 0116 289 4400
and request a call from one of our Area Sales Managers.

ARP pride themselves in offering a quality solution for all your roofline and rainwater
challenges and will work with you to fulfil your requirements.
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